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MAMMALITURCHI
Temporary public installation
wood structure + 431 lights

A 10 meters illuminated sign placed under two trees on the most popular beach in Porto Cesario (Puglia), saying PUNKABBESTIA.
Porto Cesario - Italy 2007

Porto Cesario is a small community of 5000 inhabitants during
winter season (that reaches picks of 100.000 in summer), due to
it size, relations among citizen of Porto Cesario are very close.
On the contrary, the “foreign” (“what comes from outside”) is
often seen with a certain degree of suspect. With the installation
I intended to comment on the seasonal fear of hippies (punkabbestia) free camping on the southern cost of Italy and on the
mystification of this phenomenon by local media.

PUNKABBESTIA / from Wikipedia
Punkabbestia is a slangy term used for identifying a type of vagabond and met-ropolitan homeless.Etymology The word seems to
derive from the union of the words punk (subculture with which
the punkabbestia have in common nu-merous nihilistic attitudes
as the abuse of alcohol or other drugs, but not neces-sarily the
musical references or the look) and beast (because of the stray
dogs with which they are accompanied and of the displayed lack
of care and personal hy-giene).According to others the word
punkabbes-tia would have been coined in the years ‘80 from the
Tuscan punks. Initially such term pointed out the punks that
brought their ideological choice to the extreme, both politically
and aesthetically, refusing in the whole in force society.Sociological description Punkabbestia is a term that has the ten-dency to
be used for pointing out differ-ent types of social behaviours, also
very distant between them: the term would treat therefore more
an aesthetical pre-conception that a real category of people. The
points that however countersign them are behaviours of aversion
toward the customs of the society or at least toward the establishment, sometimes with politi-cal (for example tied up to the anarchism) motivations.Their look is characterized by a mixture of
different styles: skater shoes, wide pants, piercing, tattoos, trimming on the sides of the head and long hair behind, coloured or
with dreadlocks.In Italy groups of punkabbestia are par-ticularly
diffused in the university cities or where the jouth is particularly
active: Milan, Turin, Bologna, Florence, Rome, Naples, Bari, Palermo etc.

EU [plastic bag+acrilic spray+strings]
Video DVD - 6 min

On the 1st July 2007, Portugal took over, from Germany, the
Presidency of the European Community, until the 1st January
2008.
The installation was placed on the 31st of June 2007 in front of
the Municipality of Lisbon.
A plastic bag, painted with the colours of the European Community flag and attached on a grid. Below the grid an upspring of
hot air is lifting the plastic bag, in an exhausted shaky dance.
With this gesture I question, in the most open manner, the urgency which seams to stress the debate around an European identity. Debate which I partly understand as an attempt to sustain
a, mainly economical agreement, with further significations and
sense of belonging.
The piece was developed during the Art Site Residence Program
at the CAMJAP - Fundaçao Calouste Gulbenkian

installation

stills from video

CUTTING _ CHAI

Ahmedabad, Gujarat - India 2007
(ongoing project)
project commissioned by Vastu Shilpa Foundation
in collaboration with the CEPT University Centre for Environmental Planning and Technology

Forewords During my first interlude in Ahmedabad (April - June 2006) I was
able to locate certain problems that may be discerned in most of
the cities growing at a phenomenal pace in India. Ahmedabd as
a city holds several important Academic Institutions that produce cultural transactions of competent quality. However, these
institutions are completely isolated from the cultural life of the
city. Cultural events stay elite events from which the ordinary
citizen is excluded due to social and economical factors. Moreover,
there is an evident lack of interaction between Cultural Institutions and the broader community. These considerations occurred
consequently to a conversation with Architect B.V. Doshi, who
proposed me to explore the present condition of isolation of Academic Institutions in Ahmedabad.

The context

Ahmedabad belongs to the fastest growing urban areas in India,
with more than 5 million inhabit ants it received the status of mega
city according to UN guidelines and undergoes rapidly changing
circumstances. Since 1960, Ahmedabad gained prominence as
the political and commercial capital of the freshly founded state
Gujarat (West India). The city witnessed a major construction
boom and population increase, becoming a rising centre of education, information technology and scientific industries. Today
Ahmedabad represents the cultural and commercial heart of Gujarat and much of western India. Yet the Ahmedabadian society
is strongly traditional and organized in strict hierarchies often
based on casts affiliation that drastically reduce the possibility of
relations among social groups. During my stay in Ahmedabad,
I verified the opportunity, as foreigners, to access different social
realities, this possibility revealed the necessity to overcome the
confinement of social groups by broadening, for instance, the accessibility to cultural debate and cultural production. Yet I observed that Academic and Cultural Institutions are commonly
detached from the citizens’ everyday-life, enduring their state of
isolated culture islands within the civil society.

The project

CUTTING_CHAI1 relates with the improvement of Creative
Strategies for Cultural Participation, with the aim of challenging
the present state with new perspectives on the relations among
civil society and Academic Institutions in order to enhance channels of communication between them and improve the accessibility to the academic cultural debate.
The project involved a mixed group of students from local Academic Institutions on collaborating towards a weekly Radio Programme to be streamed from AIR (India public radio service)2.
The weekly radio-magazine aims to address issues related to the
city of Ahmedabad through the voice of students.

The radio-media represents not only a powerful medium of communication but also a truly public dimension, unlike physical
public spaces that often are frequented following orders of caste
and social class. Furthermore, the Radio is able to reach a wide
range of public beyond social and economical differences, bridging borders of classes and education.
CUTTING_CHAI is addressing the need of raising the students’
awareness on issues related to the city and furthermore, wants
to promote communication and networking among students of
Ahmedabad.
1CUTTING_CHAI literally means “half cup of tea”. The sentence is use to address the
tea break, a moment of chat with a cup of tea.
2At present, Ahmedabad hosts two radio stations (the public one and a privat FM
broadcaster). India is undergoing, since 2005 the second phase of privatization of FM
frequencies, yet the growth of private radio broadcaster has been utterly restricted
through the years.

Development

For a duration of ca 3 months (February-April 2007) an elective
university course has been held at the CEPT University with an
interdisciplinary group of students from the CEPT University,
Gujarat Vidyapith, and NID (National Institute of Design). A
number of experts (see list below) were involved in an honorary
way in order to provide the basic tools and knowledge for design
content and format of the radio programme. Moreover, the elective course represented the first stage of confrontation and collaboration among students from different Institutions (and backgrounds).
Experts involved
Prayas Abhinav, writer and filmmaker
Professor Alap Bhrambhatt, head of Audio and Video Department, Gujarat
Vidyapith
Ravi Dixit, expert in broadcasting management and media
Professor Arun Gupta, senior faculty film and video communication, NID
Rajeev Khanna, journalist, correspondent for BBC radio
Professor Krishnesh Mehta, head of Department of Strategic Design Management, NID
Professor Madhusudan Mukherjee, communication theory, NID
Sadiq Noor Pathan, programme officer and educator at All India Radio

The recognition of cultural rights is a necessary condition for an authentically democratic society, and in
particular, the right to Participation in cultural life.
This right is mentioned by all the most recent universal
and regional instruments concerning Human Rights;
nevertheless its legal content is open to the broadest or
most restrictive of interpretations. It has two aspects:
one passive and one active. Both are mentioned in the
Recommendation on the participation and contribution of popular masses to cultural life dated 26th November 1976 that states: “Access to culture is intended
as the concrete opportunities available to everyone, in
particular through the creation of appropriate socioeconomic conditions for freely obtaining information,
education, knowledge and understanding and enjoying
cultural values and assets.” The recommendation also
adds an active, participatory dimension that includes:
“The concrete opportunities guaranteed for all – groups
and individuals – to freely express themselves, communicate and work in creative activities with the view
to fully developing their personalities, living a harmonious life and contributing to the cultural progress of
society.” Participation in cultural life presupposes the
implication of different social partners in taking decisions relating to cultural politics, just as the method
and the evaluation of these activities: as a consequence,
the broadening of access to and participation in cultural
life has to be perceived as one of the major aims to which
cultural policies have to aspire1 .
UNESCO Recommendation on the participation and contribution of popular masses to cultural life, Paris, 26 November 1976.
UNESCO Recommendation on the Condition of Artist,
Belgrade, 28th October 1980.
UNESCO Recommendation on the safeguarding of traditional and popular culture, Paris, 15th November 1989.
UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity,
Paris, 2nd November 2001.

Professor Pratyush Shankar , CEPT University

CUTTING_CHAI
Presentation at the Connecting Culture Visual Art Centre
Milan Maj 2007
Board: Anna Detheridge (art critique and theorist), Katia Anguelova (curator), Donatella Dolcini (professor Hindi and Indian culture at the Università Statale of Milan) and Beatrice Catanzaro

BocciaMI

with the collaboration of Michele Fontana
Temporary public installation at the Giardini di Via Palestro - Milan
One year participatory project with the Bowl Association of Milan under the patronage and financial support of the City Council
of Milan and Region of Lombardy.
The catalogue includes critical text by Roberto Pinto
and Michelangelo Pistoletto
Milan - Italy 2006

The idea was to give visibility to a relevant function the city itself
has absolved for long time and that the modern metropolis no longer knows how to fulfil: the role of public space, its being a place
of meeting and exchange. The bowls-game was a pretext that
embodied a device for generating relations by creating a space
for gathering capable of cancelling generational and cultural distances.

Bocciofila Sempione - Milan

For 1 year I frequented bowls associations, learning to play and
comprehend this relevant cultural tradition. Many players shared
the idea with me and were involved in the decision making process.

Installation at the Giardini di Via Palestro - Milan

BocciaMi is part of the annual exhibition Arte al Centro 2006 at
Cittadellarte - Fondazione Pistoletto - Biella (Italy).
June - September 2006

Oro di Napoli

First price “Masai Art Factory” 2005
Temporary public installation / material: Vespa and golden foil for
restaurateur. The duration of the covering was 5 hours and 20 minutes and took place in the popular Spagnoli quarters of Naples.
2005 Napoli - Italy

The alteration of the stolen and discarded object (the Vespa) in a
precious symbol worked as a catalyst that stimulated public reactions and reflections both on the value of the creative process as
on the actual state of the Neapolitan territory.
5 days after the action, a man living in the neighborhood, called
me to tell me that the gold wrapped scooter had been stolen again
…

wäscheleinen

Temporary public installation
Ca. 226 meter of laundry lines and 80 wheels for stretch 40 lines
across the courtyard of a building complex.
2003 Weimar - Germany

I use to live at the 2° floor of this building. Yet after 5 months I
still did not know anybody.
It was February when I started to ask the neighbors to help me
stretching laundry lines and 1 moths and a half later we started. By making these connections window to window the entire
neighborhood got involved in a collective event for 3 days of installation. The physical network of lines soon transformed into a
network of interpersonal relationships that lived on even after the
installation was removed 3 months later.

Slades

Photograph 100X80 cm
1 hour and 35 minutes Temporary public installation / material:
discarded roof tiles
2004 Oxford - UK
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Temporary public installation

The Mole Observation Institute consisted in a pseudo-scientific
device for track, over a period of 3 weeks, the continuous underground work of the moles in the Ilm Park of Weimar, in an area
of 25 m². A symbolic act that commented the enhance of surveillance systems the contemporary society and, on a local scale, responded to the implementation of the first surveillance camera in
the centre of Weimar few weeks earlier, which, for many, evocated
the STASI in the formal DDR
2003 Weimar - Germany

i n s t i t u te

M.O.I. Mole Observation Institute

